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A GUIDE TO EXTENSION-ORIENTED PUBLICATIONS

Department of Rural Sociology
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota
The bibliographic information provided in this pamphlet is the first step in a potentially larger project being undertaken by the Department of Rural Sociology at South Dakota State University. The ultimate objective of the overall project would be to compile a detailed annotated bibliography of extension social science related materials available nation-wide. It is the feeling of the department that the communication network within and between regions is not sufficient at this time to allow Extension personnel to be aware of the multitude of support materials available to them. Such awareness may allow us to make use of materials already published and available in other states, yet designed to accomplish similar tasks with which we are concerned.

The publications in the document have been selected for entry based only on whether they are oriented to specific social needs. No attempt has been made at this point to review them for "out-datedness", duplication of other materials, or cost. We provide this with the idea that as you enter into program planning you may want to request a copy from the appropriate institution for review.

The entries in this pamphlet are organized on the basis of whether they pertain primarily to 1) the individual, 2) the family, 3) the group, 4) the community, 5) the region. Within each of these categories the publications are then presented in alphabetical order by title.

It is our hope that you will communicate to us the "usefulness" of this information. In addition we are interested in your suggestions as to other areas which we have not covered and the additional information you feel you need to make this resource more complete.

Dr. James L. Satterlee
Department of Rural Sociology
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Feb 1977
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I. INDIVIDUAL

1. Adopters of New Farm Ideas, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, North Central Regional Publication #13.

2. Avoid Deceit and Fraud, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006; Fact Sheet #637.

3. Be Your Own Best Friend, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular 76-548.


5. Beware of Health Quackery, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #500.


10. Consumer Education--Who Needs It?, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet #638.


13. Protect Your Hearing, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A2568.

14. Recognizing Personality Characteristics Related to Managerial Potential in Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Bulletin #584.

15. Respirators Protect Your Lungs, Your Life, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #AFA1003.

16. Retirement Ahead, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #310.
17. Enjoyment and Service--The Retirement Years, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #304.

18. Exchange-Refund-Complain, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #195.

19. Face to Face with Yourself--As You Look to Others, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #157.

20. Face to Face with Yourself--Dress Neatly, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #132.

21. Face to Face with Yourself--Grooming Hints for Your Face, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #152.

22. Face to Face with Yourself--Learning to Handle Your Hair, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #130.

23. Face to Face with Yourself--Mannerisms, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #106.

24. Face to Face with Yourself--So You're Short, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #151.

25. Face to Face with Yourself--So You're Tall, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #150.

26. Face to Face with Yourself--Your Poise, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #111.

27. Face to Face with Yourself--Your Walk, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #124.

28. Fashion Tricks to Please the Eye, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #155.

29. Figuratively Speaking--A Candid Look at Yourself, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, N.D., HE #308.

30. Friendship--The Retirement Years, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #306.


33. Higher Education, an Investment in Yourself, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet #462.

34. How Can I Best Get There From Here—Implementing and Controlling Your Farm Plan, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; A9H4TO34.

35. How Old Are We, Really?, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa; Farm Science Reprint #1286.

36. How to Complain (Consumer Rights and Responsibilities), University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #73-2019.

37. How to Complain to Get Results, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #505.

38. Income Planning—The Retirement Years, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #307.


40. It's Yours—It's an Estate, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #67-1189.

41. Know How to Complain, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, N.D., HE #344.

42. Know Your Valuable Papers, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #237.

43. Living Arrangements—The Retirement Years, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #308.

44. Managing Hired Farm Labor, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #204.

45. Mother Never Told Me, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #253.

46. Noise Pollution and You, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; G2233.

47. Now That You're 18, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet #571.


50. Personal Assessment—The Retirement Years, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #309.
51. Personality Characteristics Related to Managerial Success, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, S.D., Technical Bulletin #30.

52. Physical Fitness, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #381.


56. Share Your Feelings, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #213.


58. Shopping Sense--What Is It?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #234.


61. Speak for Yourself, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular, #313.


63. Speak Up, Consumer--Compliment-Complain!, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet #545.


68. Understanding Grief, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #524.

69. Understanding Life Insurance, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Pamphlet #496.

70. VD--An Educational Guide, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #276.

71. VD Facts, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #334.

72. VD Quiz, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #277.

73. Ways to Manage Your Money, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #R1739.

74. What Are Your Beliefs About Welfare?, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Extension Circular #6996.

75. What Are Your Feelings About Welfare?, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006, Extension Circular #699A.

76. What Every Woman Should Know About Life Insurance, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND.


78. Where Am I - Analyzing Your Farm Financial Performance, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, Bulletin #A9N2T034.

79. Where Do I Want To Be - Appraising Your Long-Range Farm Opportunities, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, Bulletin #A9N3T034.


81. Winter Survival, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, Bulletin #A6MTR0D1.

82. The Woman Alcoholic (Program Guide), Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #490.

83. The Woman Alcoholic--Questions and Answers, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #366.
84. Women & Credit, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND.

85. Writing the Historical Feature, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, Information Service Series #33.


89. You're An In-Law, Too, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, Bulletin #LWPl.

II. FAMILY

90. Accidental Injuries to Ohio Farm People, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Mimeograph Pamphlet #338.

91. Activities for Preschool-Age Children, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.


93. Adventures With Your Children, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet #446.


96. After the Funeral, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet #320.


98. A Bibliography of Literature on Educational Orientations of Youth, Department of Ag. Ec. and Sociology, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, Departmental Information Report No. 65-6, 1965.

100. Borrowing Money, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #365.

101. Budget Expense Classifications, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Home Ec Guide #75-7.


104. Cash Flow Planning--With the Aid of Your Income Tax Return, Extension Circular, University of Nebraska, Agricultural Extension Service and Experiment Station, Lincoln, Neb., #71-849.

105. Cash Flow Planning--With the Aid of Your Record Book and Budgeting, University of Nebraska Agricultural Extension Service, Lincoln, Nebr., Circular #71-850.

106. Cash Flow Planning Form, University of Nebraska Agricultural Extension Service and Experiment Station, Lincoln, Nebr., Circular #71-852.


108. Child Care for Physically Limited Mothers, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #71-2209.


110. A Child's Understanding of Death, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #528.


114. Come Closer in Family Relations, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #411.

115. Condemnation: Your Rights When the Federal Government Takes Your Land, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Face Sheet #628.
116. Consumer Credit, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #381.


118. Corporations in the Farm Business, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #797.

119. Creativity and Children, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #522.

120. Death and Taxes: Policy Issues Affecting Farm Property Transfers, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Special Publication #38.


122. Developing Music Abilities in Young Children, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #1071.

123. Development and Behavior From Birth to Five - Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet #373.


128. Estate Planning, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #371.


132. **Factors Associated with Farm Family Financial Security**, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Research Bulletin #702.

133. **Facts About Funerals**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet #319.

134. **Families with Children in a Mental Hospital--Symptoms of Stress in Families**, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas Extension Circular #14.


137. **Family Crisis--The Retirement Years**, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #305.


139. **Family Estate Record**, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Agricultural Extension Bulletin #4193.

140. **Family Farm Operating Arrangements**, University of Nebraska, Agricultural Extension Service and Experiment Station, Lincoln, Nebr., Regional Publication #143.

141. **Family Farm -- Operating Agreements**, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, North Central Regional Publication #143.

142. **Family Farm--Operating Agreements**, Cooperative Extension Program, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #R9NXP143.

143. **Family Food Stockpile for Survival**, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USDA Home and Garden Bulletin #77.

144. **The Family and Free Time**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Extension Circular (EC) #622.


146. **Family Living Account Book (25¢)**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD

147. **Family Planning of Titles and Taxes in the Transfer of Farm Property**, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #885.
148. Family Records and Where They Are Kept, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #255.

149. Family Strength--Getting Along Together, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Extension Circular (EC) #539.

150. The Farm Corporation, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, North Central Regional Publication #1.


152. The Farm Corporation, What It is, How It Works, How It Is Taxed, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Research Publication #11.

153. Farm Financial Decision-Making, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A9NXT034.

154. A Farm Partnership Agreement, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Bulletin #552.

155. The Farm Partnership in Estate Planning, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #965.

156. Farm Property and Trusts, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #842.

157. Father-Son Agreements for Operating Farms, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, Bulletin #AF2179.


159. Fire Warning Systems for the Home, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #238.

160. Focus on the Modern Teenager, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #229.

161. For Parents of Young Children, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, Extension Bulletin #21:
No. 1 The Importance of Play
No. 2 Parental Influence and the Child
No. 3 Do You Expect Too Much?
No. 4 Naughty Child or Annoying Behavior?
No. 5 Mealtime--Happy or Hectic?
No. 6 Setting the Stage for Discipline
No. 7 Handling Misbehavior
No. 8 Television and the Child
No. 9 A Young Child and A Growing Self
No. 10 A Young Child and Other Children
No. 11 A Young Child and His Parents
161. Continued
   No. 12 A Young Child and His Grandparents
   No. 13 Consistency in Child Discipline
   No. 14 Children and Their Heros
   No. 15 Children and The Santa Myth

162. Frequent Questions about the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
     Cooperative Extension Program, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
     Wisconsin, #A2255.

163. Funeral Arrangements, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State
     University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #527.

164. Future Markets--Fact or Fiction, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas
     State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #308.

165. General Guides for Family Estate Planning, Cooperative Extension
     Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension,
     Miscellaneous #396.

166. Good Ways to Guide Your Child's Behavior - Cooperative Extension Service,
     Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet
     #404.

167. Guide for Planning Family Spending, Agricultural Extension Service,
     South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006.

168. Guidelines for Forming a Farm Partnership, Cooperative Extension
     Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Bulletin #551.

169. Guidelines for Developing a Farm Vacation Business, Cooperative
     Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill.,
     #ORPR 7.

170. Healthy Families-Communication, Cooperative Extension Service, Univer-
     sity of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, Home Economics Guide Sheet
     #6643.

171. Healthy Families-Rules, Cooperative Extension Service, University of
     Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, Home Economics Guide Sheet #6645.

172. Healthy Families-Self Worth, Cooperative Extension Service, University
     of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, Home Economics Guide Sheet #6644.

173. Home Site Selection, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State Univer-
     sity, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #209.

174. Household Inventory, Cooperative Extension Service, University of
     Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Home Economics Pub. #17.

175. How Much Debt Can a Farm Carry?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas
     State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #288.

177. How To Choose a Group Child Care Center, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #314.

178. How to Figure Depreciation, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., NebGuide #76-276.

179. How Your Family Can Live Within Its Income, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #996.

180. The Impressionable Years, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #74-547.


182. Income Averaging, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #341.


185. Inheritance When There is No Will, Cooperative Extension Program, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A2473.

186. Is Your Lease Fair?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, North Central Regional Publication #9.


188. Just for a Change...Family Fitness, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #67-1009.


192. Life Insurance for Young Farm Families, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND.
193. **Living with a Pre-School Child**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006, Extension Mimeographed Circular (EMC) #379.


195. **Management in Families: Managing Resources**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet (FS) #268.

196. **Management in Families: What is Home Management?**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD; Fact Sheet (FS) #269.


198. **Maternal Employment, Family Relations and Selected Personality, School-Related and Social Development Characteristics of Children - Cooperative Extension Service**, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Research Bulletin #497.

199. **Myths of Marketing**, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #323.

200. **Money Talk for Teens**, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #989.

201. "**Off-farm Jobs Boost Farm Family Income**", Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Research Reprints from Volume 16 (1974).

202. **Organizing Family Records and Business Papers**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Extension Circular (EC) #628.


204. **Parents and Teenagers**, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Missouri; Columbia, Missouri, PA #717.

205. **Part B: Ten Steps to Farm Management (report)**, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Extension Special Series #19.


207. **Partnerships in the Farm Business**, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #786.

208. **Personal Property Inventory**, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio, Multilith #146.

210. Planning Family Spending, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #384.

211. Planning Financial Security, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #383.

212. Planning for Estate Settlement Costs, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND; EC #582.

213. Play and Your Child's Development, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #328.

214. The Preschooler--Feelings He Has, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #401.

215. The Preschooler--How He Grows, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #402.

216. Problems of Hiring and Keeping Full-Time Farm Employees in Eastern Iowa, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Farm Science Reprint #1380.

217. Procedures and Costs in Probating an Estate, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A2475.

218. Purchasing a Home Lot, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #593.


220. Recruiting and Keeping Hired Farm Workers, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Bulletin #607.

221. Role of Limited Partnership Financing in Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #R91XEP223.


223. Safe Toys for Your Child, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #424.

224. See How They Grow, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #497.

225. Selecting Books for School-Age Children, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #955.
226. Should You Form a Farm Partnership. Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #550.


229. Space for Youth. Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Multilith #360.


231. Taxmanship In Buying or Selling a Farm. Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A9X043.


233. Teenager, Who Are You?. Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #345.

234. That Important First Year of Life. Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #565.


238. Tornado - How to Protect Your Home and Family. Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; Bulletin #A1754.


240. Types of Property Ownership for Family Estate Planning. Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #397.


244. What Can You Do About Family Living, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Leaflet #220.

245. What is Probate?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #XL210.

246. What to Look for in Toys, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #1095.

247. What's a Parent to Do?, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Agricultural Extension Pamphlet #544a, b, c.

248. What You Need to Know About Money and your Child, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #1043.

249. Why a Will?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Circular #377.

250. Your Income Statement--Preparation and Interpretation, University of Nebraska, Agricultural Extension Service, Lincoln, Nebraska; Extension Circular #71-848.

251. Your Teenager, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #182.

252. Youthpower, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #368.

III. GROUPS


255. A Bibliography of Literature on Occupation Aspirations and Expectations, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, Department Information Report #65-3.


257. Boards of Directors of Farmers' Cooperatives as Decision Makers, Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, ARK., Bulletin #B614, 1959.

258. The Camper in Indiana State-operated Campgrounds, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Research Bulletin #888.
259. Campers—What Affects Participation and What Do They Want?, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Research Bulletin #823.


262. Communications in a Voluntary Promotional Organization, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Missouri, Columbia MO, Station Bulletin #872.


266. Consumer and the Market Place, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #487.


269. "Credit Choices of Consumers", Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Research Reprints from Volume #17 (1975).


271. The Dakota Indian Community, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Bulletin (B) #505.

272. The Dakota Indian Religion, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Bulletin (B) #473.


279. Factors Affecting Post-High School Educational and Job Plans of Rural Youth, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Bulletin #731.

280. Farmer Adjustments to Drought in a Texas County, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas; Bulletin #B-1005.


282. 4-H Community Pride Program Promotes Environmental Awareness, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, Extension Program Report #45.

283. 4-H Humanities Program is Opportunity for Human Development, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, Extension Program Report #58.

284. Fun at the Meeting Place, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Bulletin #ORPR 14.


286. Growth and Change in the Commercial Outdoor Recreation Industry in Southern Indiana, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Research Bulletin #892.

287. Guidelines to Developing a Vacation Farm, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #301.

288. The Health Situation of Older Workers, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Farm Science Reprint #1272.

289. History and Acculturation of the Dakota Indian, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Bulletin (B) #613.


293. Identification and Characteristics of The Culturally Different, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, University Education #3.


298. Let's Curb Farm Fatalities, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #365.

299. Mr. Chairman...A Booklet of Parliamentary Procedure, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Sociology 10, Sociology Publication #10.


303. "Parliamentary Law Is Good Manners in Your Club Meeting", University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Extension Circular #64-531.


311. Programs and Teaching Techniques Used with Culturally Different, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, University Education #7.

312. Public Relations, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #65.

313. The Renters Guide, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #583.

314. Rural Youth Need Help in Choosing Occupations, Michigan State University, Ag. Exp. Station, Department of Sociology/Anthropology, East Lansing, Michigan, Circular Bulletin #235.


318. South Dakota Hutterite Colonies, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Bulletin (B) #565.


324. Tips for Public Relations Chairmen, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #409.


327. Values in Living, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, Fact Sheet (FS) #225.


331. Welcome to the World of Camping, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #365.

332. Working With Groups, Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Bulletin #563.


IV. COMMUNITY


335. Arts and Crafts in Community Development, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #463.


356. Conducting a Community Clean-Up, Fix-Up Campaign, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #351.

357. Confrontation--The Rural-Urban Church on the Metropolitan Fringe, Department of Rural-Urban Missions, Home Mission Board, Atlanta, Georgia, 1976.

358. Cost of Rural Community Water and Sewer Systems as Compared to Private Systems, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006, Fact Sheet (FS) #68.


360. Design for Lively Learning, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO, Publication #M78.


365. Effects of Strip Mining and Technological Change on Communities and Natural Resources in Indiana's Coal Mining Region, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Research Bulletin #871.


367. FOCUS on Children and Families, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #355d.

368. FOCUS on Community Development, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #355g.

369. FOCUS on Consumer Concerns, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #355c.

370. FOCUS on Quality of Living, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Miscellaneous #355a.
371. Guide to a Community Health Study, American Public Health Association, New York City, New York, 1960-

372. Guidelines for Developing a Fee Fishing Area, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Publication #ORPR 10.

373. Guidelines for Recreation and Park Systems, Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill., Circular #1017.


375. How to Get Things Done in Your Community, Cooperative Extension Service, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, Publication #CRD2.

376. How Wheat Producers Can Adjust to Rail Abandonment, 1974, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006, Extension Circular (EC) #700.


379. Industrialization and the Rural Community: Cost Considerations, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD 57006, Extension Circular (EC) #679.

380. Is Your Community Ready for the Tourist?, Cooperative Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Extension Leaflet #444.
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